The paper investigates peculiarities of functioning of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry institute in Ukraine and determines its contribution to the development of international business on the example of Sumy region. The problem raised by authors remains its relevance because of the need of entities to overcome the obstacles on the way to intensifying the international trade starting with the lack of markets peculiarities understanding, lack of experience in finding partners and opportunities, and ending with the need to meet the requirements for the quality of goods and services. The main function of CCI is to introduce business interests, including the field of international economic activity. The proving of the following services contributes in realization of international trade development promoting function: issuing certificates of origin and providing statements of goods’ origin, searching for business partners, analyzing product markets, developing and supporting foreign economic agreements, determining product code, etc. It is essential to use the potential power of this organization as effective as possible. This paper underlines the importance of designing an efficient communication, service and information policy of CCI investigating theoretical, historical and practical aspects of its performance. The basic directions of Sumy CCI activity are analyzed in the context of influence on the development of international business in the region in recent years. Authors estimated the place of Sumy Chambers of Commerce and Industry in the CCI network by volume of services it performed to understand the scope of its activity in comparison with department in other regions. The range of services offered to economic entities was analyzed using the factor analysis methodology, which allowed to determine the services that are in high demand and, accordingly, make the largest contribution to
the revenue generation. In addition, there were identified the types of activities that are not popular and examined the reasons that led to this situation. Authors suggested possible directions for problem solving, including changes in the service policy, making the member database wider through involving SMEs, improving website, etc.

Formulation of the problem. According to the current economic policy of Ukraine the international economic activities development is one of the priorities. Special attention is paid to the issue of export enhancement. One of the most specialized institute in this field is Chambers of Commerce and Industry. It has both functional ability and power to make a significant influence and involve domestic enterprises into the process of business internationalization. On the other hand, its potential is not utilized to full extent. That is why the problem of identifying the CCI role and finding the most efficient ways to perform are really important as it could help domestic firms to overcome existing barriers and become actors of international business.

Analysis of recent research and publications. The problem of stimulating international business development is widely discussed by researchers. In general, the activity of CCI was investigated by S. Shuvalov, B. A. Bhuiyan, R. Meier, D. Bednařova, E. Fülöp, D. Kelly, M. Roessing, J. El-Jourbagy, U. Braendle, A. H. Rahdari, H. F. Dehkordi and others. In spite of this fact the range of researches devoted to the issue of CCI as an important actor of international business development is not really wide. Some authors describe the role of CCI as a facilitator of collaboration with foreign partners, using functional approach. Others discuss the problems of its performance in the framework of countries legislation. This
research focuses both at developing some theoretical aspects which should be clarified to state the role of CCI in the stimulating the foreign economic activity in Ukraine, and at the efficiency of its activity.

**Formulating the goals of the article.** The main purpose of the paper is to identify the contribution of Chambers of Commerce and Industry to the development of international trade in a region.

**Outline of the main research material.** The definition of term “chamber of commerce” or “chamber of commerce and industry” can be found in many sources: web-pages of these institutions and their associations, legislative acts, scientific articles and online dictionaries, etc. Most of the definitions we analyzed were incomplete. In most cases, they contained just membership peculiarities and main purpose of the organization. However, CCI plays a significant role both in domestic and international trade development. In view of this, we want to suggest our own definition, which reflects the essence of the organization under our study in the most complete way.

Chamber of commerce and industry is an independent non-government non-profit organization which unites its members – local legal entities and individuals in business area –, represents and defends their interests providing a wide range of business services and actively cooperating with state authorities to create a more favorable business environment and promote international trade and investment activity.

The concept of chamber of commerce and industry has a long history. The first chamber of commerce emerged in Marseilles, France, in 1599. It was aimed to regulate the proceeds of tax on cargo processed at the port [1].

In Ukraine the development of CCI institute is closely connected with political strategy of the country which makes it possible to distinguish four stages of CCI development in Ukraine depending upon the status of our country on the geopolitical map of the world (tab. 1).

| Table 1 – Stages of CCI institute development on the territory of modern Ukraine |
|--------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| Stage 1 – Formation of preconditions for origination of the first institutions for facilitating the development of international trade on the territory of Ukraine |
| Period | 8th century – end of 18th century |
| Short characteristic | Trade of Eastern Slavs with merchants from East and then also with Turkic Khazar tribes in 8th century, wide fame of the route “from the Vikings to the Greeks”, regular fairs of local and foreign goods in Lviv in 15th century were the main features of this period. |
| Stage 2 – The development of CCI institute on the territory of Ukraine in the period from the end of 18th century to 1922. |
| Period | end of 18th century – 1922 |
| Short characteristic | The development of industries and trade stimulated the formation of socio-economic institutions. In 1801-1802 the first Contracts house was built in Kyiv and afterward – the second one. The Merchant House and Merchant Assembly House were also constructed later in Kyiv. At that time Halychyna and Bukovyna were part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and the Left-Bank Ukraine was part of the Russian Empire. Lviv and Bukovyna CCIs became pioneers in chamber system development. In the 1850s they were already actively operating. The Lviv CCI was making proposals to public authorities, organizing business missions, holding agricultural exhibition etc. Bukovyna CCI was a link between the government and the entrepreneurs and was serving as government advisory body. It ceased its activity in 1918. On the Left-Bank Ukraine the origination of CCIs started in early 20th century. In 1912 the Southwestern branch of Russian export chamber was founded in Kyiv, which had already had 109 members in a year after its creation. The World War I put an end to its activity. |
| Stage 3 – The chamber movement in the time of the Soviet Union |
| Period | 1922 – 1991 |
| Short characteristic | In 1925 the Ukrainian Western Chamber of Commerce was established in Kharkiv to promote economic rapprochement with the Middle East countries. Being reorganized it was liquidated in 1942. In 1940s the Ukrainian Branch of All-Union Chamber of Commerce was created in Kyiv. It was mainly conducting examination of goods, raw materials and equipment and creating advertising products. After its reorganizations the Ukrainian Republican Branch of the All-Union Chamber of Commerce was created in 1960. It started holding international exhibitions in Ukraine. 22 regional bureaus and Sevastopol City Bureau of Commodity Inspection became a part of the Ukrainian Branch in 1964. The Odesa and Kharkiv branches were also actively developing. December 15, 1972 is considered to be the official birthday of the Ukrainian Chamber of Commerce and Industry. This day the Branch of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of USSR in Ukrainian SSR become the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Ukrainian SSR. |
| Stage 4 – The system of the chambers of commerce and industry of the independent Ukraine |
| Period | 1991 – present time |
| Short characteristic | 1995 was marked by the creation of regional CCIs throughout the territory of Ukraine. In 1997 the chambers system got legislative support – the law “On Chambers of Commerce and |
Industry in Ukraine” was adopted. In 1998 there were 26 regional chambers of commerce in Ukraine. They became an important factor of international economic relations development.

The further rapid development made the CCI system influential, active, effective and the most regionally branched organization in Ukraine. Today it cooperates with a powerful network of partners abroad creating favorable business conditions, facilitating the increase of business competitiveness. Currently the CCI system unites more than 8 thousand of members in 25 regions of Ukraine.

Source: created by the authors on the basis of [2, 3, 4, 5]

So, over time, the role of CCI institution in the development of international trade was increasing. In the modern Ukraine, according to the Law of Ukraine “On Chambers of Commerce and Industry in Ukraine” of December 2, 1997, the main purpose of CCI creation is “facilitating development of businesses and national economy, its integration into the world economic system, formation of modern industrial, financial and trade infrastructures” [6].

We propose to consider the current role of this organization in Ukraine in more detail by example of Sumy CCI. Today it provides a wide range of business services, including the following ones: 1) issuing certificate of origin and providing statement of goods' origin; 2) executing commodity examination, examination, related to operations with raw materials that were processed in the customs territory of Ukraine, examination on witnessing commercial documents, examination on determining product or service code; 3) preparing reference about the enterprise, prices and factographic references; 4) searching for a business partner, analysing product market, developing and supporting foreign economic agreement; 5) services in the field of public procurement and intellectual property rights protection; 6) informational services; 7) conference service and many other. The number of the most popular services that were provided by this organization over the last three years is represented on figure 1.

![Figure 1 – Volumes of services provided by Sumy CCI in 2016-2018, units [6, 7, 8]](image)

Effective realization of CCI functions requires a certain organizational and management structure. The line and staff structure has formed in the Sumy CCI (fig. 2). It is characterized by a wide range of advantages: ensuring a clear operation of each subsystem as well as the whole organization in general due to a rigid communication system, forming a mechanism for competent decision making by providing managers with qualified information from lower level specialists etc. [10, 11].
In addition to providing mentioned above services, an important function of the Sumy CCI is the organization of business events. In 2016-2018 the Sumy CCI has held from 9 to 10 events for the representatives of business circles annually. The number of participants they attracted amounted to 378 people in 2016, 680 – in 2017 and 665 – in 2018. On average, 70 % of the events organized by this institution were aimed to develop foreign economic activity in the Sumy region or highlighted this issue in one of their topics. Their participants constituted 82.3 %, 50.4 % and 66.9 % of the general number of participants of events organized by Sumy CCI in 2016, 2017 and 2018 respectively [6, 7, 8].

Due to this kind of Sumy CCI’s activity the local representatives of business circles have discussed or got to know the following information important for conducting international trade: modern methods of development and implementation of export sales system; peculiarities of conducting safe export activity; potential barriers to entering EU markets for Sumy region enterprises in the field of mechanical and electrical engineering; peculiarities of marketing activity in the markets of Arab countries, business culture and business etiquette in the region, protecting the interests of Ukrainian entrepreneurs in these countries; prospects for the development of international and economic cooperation between Sumy region and the Republic of Macedonia and further cooperation with the Republic of India; procedures for facilitating international trade and access to information, trade defense instruments under international agreements; features of organic products export, requirements and procedures; quality requirements for honey supplied to the EU market; prospects of export to Canada for agribusiness, light industry and furniture producers; promotion of Ukrainian products in China and Vietnam; opportunities for companies to participate in EU grant programs etc.

Besides that, informational support is provided by the Sumy CCI through its “Dilovi novyny” magazine, weekly newsletter, publications, photo and video reports on its web-page and page in Facebook. The members of this organization also receive commercial offers and offers for cooperation from foreign companies due to targeted sending them by e-mail.

It is worth saying that in 2016-2018 the Sumy CCI has organized 8 business missions that helped the representatives of Sumy region business circles to make contacts and start cooperating with enterprises of Belarus, China, Poland, Macedonia. Business mission is one of the most important elements for supporting and developing business and a great opportunity to make business contacts and present enterprise’s products abroad.

In general, over the three explored years the Sumy CCI has realized services in the amount of 19 299.7 UAH, and almost 65 % of this sum was gained due to providing services on certification of origin and belonging to own production. In 2018 the CCI earned 60.96 % more income than in 2016 [6, 7, 8].

The Sumy CCI is on the 20th place in the rating of Ukrainian CCIs in terms of volume of services provided for 10 months of 2019 (fig. 3). The share of the Sumy CCI in the formation of the total income of the system of Ukrainian CCIs from providing services for specified period amounts to 1.64 %. It is lower than an average value of this indicator which is 3.85 %. This indicator is significantly influenced by the number of CCI’s members. The Sumy CCI is ranked 22nd in the rating of regional CCIs in Ukraine according to the size of the membership base (fig. 4).
In order to determine the services which provided the biggest growth of income in 2018, we have applied factor analysis. The results of the conducted analysis are represented in figure 5.
Conclusions
To conclude, one of the most important functions of CCIs in Ukraine, in particular Sumy CCI, is promoting the international trade development. The proving of the following services contributes in realization of this function: issuing certificates of origin and providing statements of goods’ origin, searching for business partners, analyzing product markets, developing and supporting foreign economic agreements, determining product code, etc.

Besides that, this organization actively improves the level of local enterprises’ knowledge in this field by holding business events, helps entrepreneurs in making business contacts with foreign partners due to organizing business missions, provides informational support of its members through publications in “Dilovi novyny” magazine and weekly newsletters, on its web-page and page in Facebook.

Some services have not become popular among representatives of Sumy region business circles yet, while some of them, in particular certificates of origin and statements of goods’ origin, are very demanded and in 2016-2018 have been ordered 25 470 times and 2 595 times respectively. Many CCI’s services decreased in terms of volumes of realization in 2018. But taking into account the specificity of this institution activity, we can say that the amount of orders does not depend upon its workers, but fluctuates according to the state of economy, state policy and the needs of local enterprises and organizations. For example, in 2018 the volume of this service providing decreased by 30.98 % and 36.68 % comparing with 2016 and 2017 respectively. The most important reason for this decrease was the fact that since 2018 the preferential certificates of origin for export to EU countries were issued only by customs offices.

In general, in 2018 the Sumy CCI has improved the financial indicator of its activity – increased the income from providing services. According to the results of factor analysis the main engines for this growth were the services on facilitating business development, renting services and services on executing examination. At the same time the major decline of this indicator was caused by two groups of services: educational (mainly training in the field of public procurement) and holding exhibitions. The number of seminars on public procurement decreases because of competition, financial problems of enterprises that did not allow them to finance trainings for employees, besides that, a lot of companies preferred to outsource services on public procurement than educate the workers. The decline of incomes from holding exhibitions was caused by small demand, unprofitability of this activity because of big material and technical costs and a likelihood of opening another exhibition area in Sumy which led to reorientation of the first floor of the Illinsky Exhibition Center for renting by shops and holding mainly small exhibitions or abroad.

Taking into account all the above-mentioned information, we consider it expedient to advertise the services on searching for a business partner, analyzing the product market, developing and supporting foreign economic agreements more actively using not only Sumy CCI’s information channels, but also other printed and internet resources. It will be also effective to provide these services free of charge while the base of positive results will not be formed. Such successful examples of enterprises which, for example, have concluded contracts for the supply of significant consignments of goods with the partners found by the Sumy CCI, will be a good basis for attractive advertisement.

In order to improve situation with educational services it is important to expand the directions of this activity in order to attract more listeners. For example, we offer to introduce seminars on different types of quality certification, taking part in grant programs, etc.
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